
Why is it no matter what we do, we’re always looking for 
more? More happiness, more success, more peace? And why, 
when it seems we can control almost everything, can we 
still not fully control how we feel? The Kabbalah Centre is 
our access point to a life-changing shift of perspective that 
forever changes our reality.

What is Kabbalah?
The word Kabbalah means ‘to receive’- it is the study of how to 
receive fulfillment in our lives and discover the meaning of life. 

Kabbalah allows us to make sense of the world around us and 
learn the true nature of the universe. It is a wisdom that 
empowers us to correct sabotaging actions, beliefs, and thoughts 
that prevent us from attaining everything we came to this 
world to receive, and more! Kabbalah is a universal wisdom that 
predates religion and can be studied by anyone regardless of their 
faith or path.

The Kabbalah Centre has been collecting and translating the 
sacred texts of the ancient kabbalists since 1922. Our mission 
is to share Kabbalah’s life-changing wisdom and tools with as 
many people in the world as possible.

Kabbalah is an ancient wisdom 
that empowers us to improve our 

lives, discover our purpose, and 
achieve the lasting fulfillment we 

are meant to receive.



To learn more about our teachings, tools, and 
community, visit www.kabbalah.com

How to Get Started
Kabbalah 1 is an introduction to the 
foundational concepts of the ancient 
wisdom. In this course, the key ideas are 
broken down into profound wisdom and 
practical life skills.

Learn In Person & Learn Online
As part of a global spiritual community, 
we offer a variety of courses, lectures, 
events, and holiday celebrations in 
multiple languages both online and at 
our centres, and in our study groups 
across the world.

Learn how to:
� Create lasting fulfillment and discover your purpose
� Manifest your true potential using kabbalistic tools
� Handle simple and complex challenges in your  
    relationships
� Understand why certain people come into our lives
� Create positive change in both your life and the world 
    around you


